Feature Films Include:

FINESTKIND
Dir: Brian Helgeland
Paramount+/101 Studios

TRANSFORMERS: RISE OF THE BEASTS
Dir: Steven Caple Jr.
Paramount/Di Bonaventura

SNAKE EYES: G.I. JOE ORIGINS
Dir: Robert Schwentke
Disney/Di Bonaventura

THE NUTCRACKER AND THE FOUR REALMS
Dir: Joe Johnston

ALLEGIANT
Dir: Robert Schwentke
Lionsgate/Red Wagon

INSURGENT
Dir: Robert Schwentke
Lionsgate/Red Wagon

FOXCATCHER
Dir: Bennett Miller
Sony Pictures Classics

KILL THE MESSENGER (Additional Editor)
Dir: Michael Cuesta
Focus Features

SAVAGES
Dir: Oliver Stone
Universal

IMMORTALS
Dir: Tarsem Singh
Relativity Media

THE RESIDENT
Dir: Antti Jokinen
Imagine Entertainment

WALL STREET: MONEY NEVER SLEEPS
Dir: Oliver Stone
20th Century Fox

BLACK WATER TRANSIT (Additional Editor)
Dir: Tony Kaye
Capitol Films

HURRICANE SEASON
Dir: Tim Story
Dimension Films

NIM’S ISLAND
Dir: Jennifer Flackett,
Mark Levin

JUMPER (Additional Editor)
Dir: Doug Liman
20th Century Fox

SLEEPWALKING
Dir: William Maher
Overture Films

THE NATIVITY STORY
Dir: Catherine Hardwicke
New Line Cinema

RED EYE
Dir: Wes Craven
Dreamworks

TAXI
Dir: Tim Story
20th Century Fox

CATCH THAT KID
Dir: Bart Freundlich
20th Century Fox

CONFIDENCE
Dir: James Foley
Lionsgate

DRIVEN
Dir: Renny Harlin
Warner Bros.

ANY GIVEN SUNDAY
Dir: Oliver Stone
Lionsgate

JESUS’ SON
Dir: Alison Maclean
The Asylum

1999
Dir: Nick Davis

LOWBALL
Dir: Demian Lichtenstein
Lightstone Entertainment

Documentaries Include:

CROSSFIRE HURRICANE
Dir: Brett Morgen
HBO

Emmy Award Nomination, Outstanding Picture Editing for Nonfiction Programming

CHICAGO 10
Dir: Brett Morgen
Roadside Attractions

ACE Eddie Award Nomination, Best Edited Documentary Film

Television Includes:

FACELESS (Pilot)
Dir: Joe Carnahan
Fox

WIENER PARK (Pilot)
Dir: Adam Bernstein
NBC

Music Videos Include:

DENIS LEARY LOVE BARGE
Dir: Denis Leary

LORDZ OF BROOKLYN SATURDAY NIGHT FEVER
Dir: Ted Demme